Your Name:
Group Members (if applicable):

College Success Library Research Exam: Directions

You must fill in all blanks and complete both sides of this exam. The completed exam is due at the start of class on Friday. Please staple one of the bibliographies to your exam for extra credit.

It is fine to complete research in groups; please list your group members above and turn in your own complete exam in your own handwriting. You can ask a Reference Librarian for help with your research. I will be in my office until 1 pm today; you can ask me questions about the exam.

Remember to read all 13 exam questions before you begin the exam.

Yarns of Rebellion: Women Needling History (Rosenberg 2nd floor)
Preview the entire exhibit. Then pick one art object that really interests you. Draw it below (stick figures are okay) and answer the questions. Be sure to get a copy of the bibliography handout for your research.

1. Draw the piece  Answer the questions:

1.  2. What is the title of the piece?
2.  3. What is the artist’s name?
3.  4. Why does the piece interest you?

The Stand: Student Athletes of Color and Their Activism (Rosenberg 4th floor)
Preview the entire exhibit. Then pick one art object that really interests you. Draw it below (stick figures are okay) and answer the questions. Be sure to get a copy of the bibliography handout for your research.

5. Draw the piece  Answer questions:
1. What is the title of the photograph?
2. Who are the athletes involved?
3. Why does the photograph interest you?

4. You must now do research about the art. Which exhibit do you want to learn more about? (Check one)
   - Yarns of Rebellion: Women Needling History
   - The Stand: Student Athletes of Color and Their Activism

5. You must now find a book or an article from the bibliography related to the exhibit. Ask Reference Librarian for help. Which have you found? (Check one)
   - Book (in Rosenberg Library)
   - Online Article (www.ccsf.edu/Library Find Articles: Databases)

6. Use the online article or book from the bibliography. Write the name, author, press, publication date, etc. of the article or book exactly as it appears in the bibliography handout (MLA format). Note: do not use a website entry.

7. Skim the article (or table of contents of the book) at 35,000 ft. Then do a close reading (ground level) of the first three paragraphs of the article or first chapter of the book. Summarize what you have read below.

8. How does your research relate to your life, your family history, or your community?